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NOT JUST BETTER MACHINES, 
BETTER SCIENCE
Keiser is always challenging the status quo of fitness science 
by exercising the most powerful muscle: the brain. While 
competition starts and ends within the limits of a machine, 
Keiser starts with the potential of the human body and 
develops smarter technology to unknow the limits of speed, 
efficiency and safety.
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The same science-proven Keiser quality is engineered into all of our cardio 
products – from the M3i bike with innovative new pedals, to our M5i Strider 
elliptical, to our M7i Wheelchair-enabled Total Body Trainer. 

THE M SERIES

M3i  
INDOOR BIKE
MORE THAN 20 YEARS AGO, KEISER 
SET OUT TO EXCEED THE DEMANDS OF 
INDOOR GROUP CYCLING.

Today, thanks to our constant innovations and the lessons 
learned from our first two generations of M Series bikes, 
the Keiser M3i isn’t just any indoor group cycling bike. It’s 
the industry’s ONLY indoor group cycling bike built entirely 
around you – that’s YOU the rider, YOU the gym owner and 
YOU the service technician.

The M3i is an indoor group bike that fits riders of all body 
shapes and sizes. A bike that achieves a quiet – but true – 
road-bike experience inside your gym or home. The ONLY 
bike built in the United States to ensure the tightest quality 
control. And a bike that accomplishes it all with the simplest 
of engineering designs, while also incorporating Bluetooth® 
wireless technology.

FEATURING THE KEISER 
M SERIES BIKE PEDAL

With the demands on indoor group cycling bikes increasing 
due to class popularity, the industry needed a more user-
friendly – yet more durable – commercial-grade pedal.  
To exceed those demands, Keiser designed the M Series 
Bike Pedal.

LEARN MORE AT 
KEISER.COM

SPECIFICATIONS
HEIGHT 
45” / 1143 mm

WIDTH 
26” / 660 mm

LENGTH 
49” / 1245 mm

WEIGHT 
85 lbs / 38.56 kg

FEATURES
• V-shape frame to accommodate riders of all 

body shapes and sizes 

• Rear-wheel design for protection from  
sweat and corrosion

• Revolutionary re-designed Keiser Bike Pedal

• Magnetic-resistance technology for greater 
repeatability and reduced wear

• Quiet, reliable and low-maintenance single-belt 
drive train 

• Compact aluminum flywheel for lightweight 
portability

• Standard computer displaying power output  
in Watts 

• Bluetooth wireless signal with open API for 
tablets and smartphones

• EN957 certification for power accuracy, safety 
and environmental friendliness

• Four-way adjustable seat and handlebars

• Keiser education and certifications available 


